
In today's digital arena, 
Csmart iPaaS stands as a 
beacon of innovation 
enabling API Management 
and orchestration platform 
that revolutionizes 
application connectivity. 
This platform is the key to 
unlocking unprecedented 
integration efficiency and 
agility within the vast and 
complex ecosystem of 
enterprise software 
applications.

iPaaS 
Enterprise API Gateway for
Seamless Integration



By bridging disparate systems across diverse environments, Csmart iPaaS not only accelerates 
time-to-market with its seamless no-code/low-code deployment but also ensures operational excellence 
through its extensive library of industry-specific connectors. Designed with an Open API foundation, 
it offers a scalable solution to enhance data flow and catalyze business growth, marking a new chapter 
in enterprise digital transformation.

Revolutionizing Integration: Unleash 
Seamless Connectivity

Identity Services
Csmart iPaaS delivers powerful and stringent catalogue of identity services along with the 
tenancy/partner access management, ensuring efficient and securing way of authentication 
and authorization access.

API Wizard & Workflow Integration
Streamline API lifecycle enabling effortless design, testing, and deployment of integrated 
workflows for operational excellence.



Workflow Mastery & Development
Enables real-time, agile workflows with a user-friendly, low-code interface and a vast array of 
configurable connectors, facilitating seamless workflow creation and monitoring.

Seamless Order Management & Orchestration
Automates complex orders and streamlines workflows, ensuring precise execution across 
systems with real-time tracking and efficient fallout management for service continuity.

Certified Connectivity & Agile Operations
TMForum ODA-certified Csmart iPaaS promises standardized, future-proof integration, fostering 
flexible, agile operations across diverse cloud and on-premise environments.

Advanced Analytics
Csmart iPaaS delivers detailed insights into API usage and integration performance, enabling 
strategic, data-driven decisions to optimize operations and enhance efficiency.

Rich API Repository and Enhanced Management
Csmart iPaaS's portal boasts an extensive API library, supporting seamless external integration 
with advanced publish, subscribe, and monitor capabilities for diverse digital ecosystems.

Connectivity & Customization
Supports diverse protocols and custom connector creation, providing extensive integration 
capabilities using no-code/low-code drag and drop configuration and data transformation 
excellence across cloud and on-premise systems.



Efficiency Amplified: 
Accelerating 
Business Benefits 

Enhanced Efficiency

Streamline operations and 
workflows, reducing manual 
effort and boosting platform 
efficiency.

Centralized Control

Maintain consistent command 
over applications, enhancing 
security, reliability, and overall 
integration performance.

Optimized Data Flow

Ensure data reliability and 
resource utilization by 
seamlessly tracking
and managing information 
throughout its journey.

Future-Ready
Connectivity 
Connect applications, 
platforms, and systems 
seamlessly across diverse 
environments, enabling 
flexible and agile operations.

Robust Data Security
and Governance
Adhering to rigorous data 
security and governance
benchmarks including GDPR, 
SOC 2, and HIPAA compliance.

Streamlined Governance

Orchestrate approvals and 
validations effortlessly, 
ensuring precise control and 
accountability in every 
integration.

Unlock the full potential of enterprise integration with Csmart iPaaS and its robust API Gateway.
Begin your transformative journey - Request A Demo Today.

Contact Us

www.csmart.digital

reachus@covalensedigital.comScan to explore
our offerings


